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The scope of this call has been expanded to include work on curiosity and intrinsic motivation and place stronger emphasis on computational/robotics approaches to these questions.

Editorial
=========

Most of our decisions are made under uncertainty, and many of our actions are geared toward reducing this uncertainty. Information seeking actions take many shapes and forms that span the gamut of cognitive function. At one end of the range are simple orienting acts whereby we use our sensory receptors to sample task-relevant information -- such as *looking* at a relevant stimulus or *listening* for a relevant sound. At the other end are elaborate behaviors such as scientific research, which systematically search for information over extended time scales. And at an intermediate level there are exploration/exploitation tradeoffs, whereby we may temporarily forego a valuable action in order to learn about more uncertain but potentially more lucrative paths.

Understanding how the brain regulates its information seeking behaviors is significant from both basic science and applied perspectives. It is important for understanding attention, which is a crucial information selection mechanism and is implicated in a range of psychiatric disorders ^[@ref-1]^, for understanding the active control of learning and memory -- how a neural system selects and organizes its own learning experiences ^[@ref-4]^ and determines which ones will leave a lasting trace ^[@ref-2]^, and for understanding curiosity and embodied exploration during development and adulthood ^[@ref-3],\ [@ref-6]^. From a practical standpoint, such an understanding can spur improvements in education and computational methods for guiding efficient robotic exploration ^[@ref-6],\ [@ref-7]^.

Addressing these questions requires us to tackle a number of difficult questions ^[@ref-4]^. These questions include how rewards and information seeking shape cognitive mechanisms of learning, memory and attention ^[@ref-5]^, how information seeking shapes exploratory behavior in situated and embodied organisms ^[@ref-6]^, how subjects build explanatory models of their environment and use these models to constrain the sampling of additional information, how the brain generates the intrinsic motivation to seek information when physical rewards are absent or unknown, and how intrinsic and extrinsic rewards interact in driving behavior. The goal of this collection is to provide a home for papers on these and related topics, with the goal of spurring interest and debate in this research field.
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